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ABSTRACT

A new term in learning concept exist, the new era of learning electronically or e-learning get started and become important in todays learning process. It is an alternative approach for traditional education concept. Parallel with the growth, then e-learning system was build for Sri Murugan Centre. The main aim of this system is to give a new sparkle to the teching and learning method especially for the students who enroll here. The whole system consist of three main modules they are administrator module, tutors module and students module. The aim of this system is also to provide learning materials that can be accessed by students anytime and anywhere without limitation of time, location and distance as long there is the presence of internet. There is an online exercise application will be added in this system so that students can have a better understanding of the subject’s syllabus. This system was developed using prototype evolution methodology while design are explained using Unified Modeling Language’s application (UML) where by it was visualized using use case diagram, sequence diagram dan class diagram.
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